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Abstract

In this paper, we survey all related threshold signature
schemes and classify them with different properties. In
order to compare them with different properties, we im-
age there is an ideal threshold signature scheme which
satisfies all requirements of threshold signature schemes.
Based on this ideal threshold signature, readers can eas-
ily to understand what the next generation of threshold
signature schemes is and attempt to propose it.
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1 Introduction

Paper work is rapidly being replaced as e-mail, electronic
commerce, electronic money, etc. become more and more
widespread. In many of these new forms of communica-
tion, a digital signature is essential. Digital signatures
have become more and more important in modern elec-
tronic society because they can offer such properties as
integrity and authentication. Integrity guarantees that
a message being transferred never gets corrupted, and
authentication guarantees that the signer cannot be im-
personated. Traditional digital signatures, such as RSA
[2, 5, 27, 52] and DSA [25, 26, 46], only allow a single
signer to sign a message, and anyone can verify the signa-
ture at any time. However, there are growing and growing
numbers of times when a message needs to be signed by a
set of signers and for distributing the power of a single au-
thority. Multisignature schemes [19, 47, 48] and threshold
signature schemes have thus been designed to solve such
problems.

There are two major differences between threshold sig-
nature schemes and multisignature schemes. Firstly, in
multisignature schemes, it is not necessary to restrict the

number of signers to generate a valid signature, while in
threshold signature schemes, it is necessary to predeter-
mine the threshold value t so that at least t participants in
the group can collaborate to generate a valid signature on
behalf of the group, but only t−1 or fewer participants will
not be enough. Secondly, a threshold signature represents
a signature is signed by the group, while a multisignature
represents a set of individuals who sign the message.

Until now, the threshold signature schemes have been
developed about twelve years. Many kinds of threshold
signature scheme to reach different requirements are stud-
ied. However, some papers are published at the same
time but they did not refer to each other. In Figure 1,
We first classify them according to ElGamal-type (dis-
crete logarithm problem), RSA-type (factorization prob-
lem), and Elliptic curve ElGamal-type (elliptic curve dis-
crete logarithm problem). According to different require-
ments, we classify them by With undeniable, With trace-
ability/untraceability, With (k, l) shared verification, and
With distinguished signing authorities.

(t, n) Threshold Signature
In 1987, Desmedt [13] first presented the concept of group-
oriented cryptosystem for secure communications among
groups. The concept of group-oriented cryptosystem [14]
can be applied to threshold signature schemes. In 1991,
Desmedt and Frankel [15] first proposed a group-oriented
(t, n) threshold digital signature scheme based on RSA
system and secret sharing scheme [53], which brings the
basic requirement as follows:

• At least t participants in the group can collaborate
to generate a valid signature on behalf of the group
signature.

• Any one who plays the role of a verifier can use the
group’s public key to verify the group signature with-
out identifying the identities of the signers.
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Figure 1: The classification of threshold signature schemes

Later, Li et al. [35] have pointed out that t or more
malicious participants can mount the conspiracy attack
to reveal the system secret and then forge the signature
without taking any responsibility. And then many papers
tried to use different cryptographic techniques to propose
a threshold signature. Those schemes showed in Figure 1
only satisfies the basic requirement.

Based on ElGamal-type (discrete logarithm problem)
in Figure 2, in 1994, Harn [20] combined Shamir’s perfect
secret sharing scheme and the modified ElGamal signa-
ture [1] to accomplish a (t, n) threshold signature scheme.
By the property of Lagrange polynomials, the group’s se-
cret key is distributed into n different shares (shadows)
to each participant. Any t or more participants can use
their shares to generate their individual signatures. Then
any participant may be randomly selected as a designated
clerk who is responsible for the verification and computa-
tion of the group signature by using the Lagrange inter-
polating polynomial. The security of both the individual
signature and group signature is based on the discrete log-
arithm problem (DLP). Later, Horster et al. [22], Lee and
Chang [33], and Michels and Horster [43] pointed out that
the forgery attack is successfully to break Harn’s scheme,
respectively. On the other hand, Park and Kurosawa [49]
proposed the threshold signature scheme for a variant of
ElGamal signature and Miyazaki and Sakurai [45] pro-
posed threshold Nyberg-Rueppel type signature and sig-
nature sharing. The signature sharing is another group-
oriented signature technique in which only one signer is-
sues the signature and then he/she distribute it among n
signature holders. In 2003, Wu and Hsu [64] proposed
a threshold signature scheme using self-certified public
keys. Unlike the previous proposed schemes, they belongs
to certificate-based public key systems. Certificate-based
public key systems do not require the extra communica-
tion costs for transmitting public key certificates, compu-
tational efforts for verifying public key, and space storage
for storing certificates as those needed in certificate-based
systems. In 2005, Shao [54] proposed an improvement on

the Wu-Hsu scheme, which signature computation and
verification are more efficient than that of the Wu-Hsu
scheme.

Based on RSA-type (factorization problem) in Fig-
ure 2, in 2003, Liu et al. [40] proposed a threshold GQ [18]
signature scheme, which is also based on the assumption
that computing e-th root modulo a composite is infeasible
without knowing the factor.

Based on Elliptic curve ElGamal-type (elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem) [28] in Figure 2, in 2001,
Miyazaki and Takaragi [44] proposed a threshold signa-
ture scheme. Due to the advantages of elliptic curve cryp-
tography, their scheme can easily be implemented for a
smart card. In 2003, Wu et al. [66] pointed out that the
Miyzazki-Takaragi scheme cannot withstand the forgery
attack and proposed an improved version of their scheme.
Recently, Chen et al. [9] also propose a threshold sig-
nature based on ECDLP. However, his scheme doesn’t
refer other threshold signature schemes and does less well
than before. For example, any t or more malicious par-
ticipants can mount the conspiracy attack to reveal the
system secret key and then forge the signature without
taking any responsibility. Recently, Cheng et al. [12] and
Su et al. [55] agreed by mere coincidence to proposed an
ID-based threshold signature scheme based on ECDLP.
The user’s public key in ID-based public key systems is
simple such as name, address, etc., which can be used to
uniquely identify him and is undeniably associated with
him. Similar to self-certified public key systems, ID-based
systems outperform certificated-based system in term of
communication costs, computation efforts, and space stor-
age. Compared with ID-based public key, self-certified
public key can provide more security confidence.

(t, n) Threshold Signature with Undeniable
Undeniable signature [7] is a special kind of digital signa-
ture in the sense that the validity of an alleged signature
cannot be verified without the cooperation of the signer.
Since in such schemes the verifiability of signatures is only
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Figure 2: Classify with various signature schemes

limited to designated verifiers, undeniable signatures have
been suggested to construct electronic commerce schemes,
and fair exchange protocols etc. If the signature is indeed
signed by signer, the signer cannot deny it.

Based on the undeniable signature, a (t, n) threshold
undeniable signature scheme has the following require-
ment:

• At least t participants in the group can collaborate
to generate a valid signature on behalf of the group
signature.

• But without the cooperation of t members, a verifier
cannot verify the validity of an alleged signature even
if he knows group public key.

Based on ElGamal-type (discrete logarithm problem)
in Figure 3, in 1992, Harn and Yang [21] designed two
threshold undeniable signature schemes: (1, n) scheme
and (n, n) scheme. However, Langford [30] pointed out
any two adjacent members can generate a valid thresh-
old signature on any message in their (n, n) scheme.
Later, Lin et al. [39] presented a general (t, n) thresh-
old undeniable signature scheme, but it is also subjected
to Langford’s attack. To overcome Langford’s attack,
Lee and Hwang [31] constructed two threshold undeni-
able signature schemes with a trusted center by naturally
generalizing Chaum’s zero-knowledge undeniable signa-
ture [6] to group-oriented environment. In 2004, Wang
[62] showed that the Lee-Hwang scheme suffers from the
insider forgery attack, in which one dishonest member
(maybe colluding with a verifier or the designated com-
biner) can get a valid signature on any chosen massage,
and another attack allows a dishonest member to prevent
honest members from generating valid signatures.

Based on RSA-type (factorization problem) in Fig-
ure 3, Wang et al. [61] and Lu et al. [41] proposed a

threshold signature scheme based on Gennaro et al.’s un-
deniable RSA signature scheme [17] in 2005.

(t, n) Threshold Signature with Traceabil-
ity/Untraceability
In 1994, Li et al. [36] considered a situation for a (t, n)
threshold signature scheme. If t or more participants
in the group act in collude, then they can impersonate
any other set of participants to forge signatures. The
malicious set of signers does not have to take any respon-
sibility for the forged signatures and thus encourages
collusion. Based on ElGamal-type (discrete logarithm
problem) in Figure 4, in order to trace back to find
the signers, they combine the idea of multisignature
schemes with the (t, n) threshold signature to propose a
(t, n) threshold-multisignature scheme. Here, In order to
explain the property of traceability, the (t, n) threshold-
multisignature is called as (t, n) threshold signature
with traceability in our paper, which has the following
requirement:

• At least t participants in the group can collaborate
to generate a valid signature on behalf of the group
signature.

• The individual signatures generated by the partici-
pants can be verified by a designated combiner (or a
clerk) before they combined into a group signature.

• Any one who plays the role of a verifier can use the
group’s public key to verify the group signature with-
out identifying the identities of the signers.

Obviously, their scheme is dependent on the desig-
nated combiner to know that who collectively generate
the group signature by verifying the individual signatures.
However, Michels and Horster [43] pointed out that the
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Figure 3: Classify with undeniable

signer cannot make sure who his co-signers. This weak-
ness violates the property of traceability. In 2000, Li et
al. [34] further proposed a (t, n) threshold-multisignature
scheme, but Wang [59] showed that the same weakness as
in [36].

We have mentioned that Harn’s [20] suffer the conspir-
acy attacks by revealing the group secret key [36]. In order
to withstand those attacks, Wang et al. [60] proposed two
(t, n) threshold signature schemes with and without the
SDC. Later, Tseng and Jan [57] mounted the forgery at-
tack on their schemes, which is any attacker can generate
a valid group signature for any message without knowing
any secret keys of members in a group. Furthermore, Li
et al.’s attack [37] is more fundamental than Tseng-Jan’s
attack in the sense that it cannot be recognized or blocked
at the designated clerk level of the signature schemes.

On the other hand, in 2001, Li et al. [38] also proposed
two (t, n) threshold signature schemes with and without
the SDC. But, Wu and Hsu [65] showed that their scheme
suffers from the forgery attack and cannot achieve the
property of traceability if a clerk is malicious.

Based on RSA-type (factorization problem) in Fig-
ure 4, in 2000, Lee et al. [32] proposed a (t, n) thresh-
old signature scheme with untraceability and can be aug-
mented to give the original signers the ability to prove
that they are the true signer. In 2004, Chang et al. [4]
combined their scheme by using the extend Euclidean al-
gorithm to achieve the (k, l) shared verification (we will
introduce later) and provided both traceability mode and
untraceability mode for participants to choose from.

In our viewpoint, the designated combiner (clerk)
should be honest and he/she not only has the responsibil-
ity for verifying the individual signatures by each partic-
ipant’s public key (or identity) but also has the responsi-
bility for informing who cooperatively generate the group
signature. For example, the clerk can create a public no-

tice board which is used for storing who signs the message.
Anyone who wants to know that signer’s identity, he/she
can access those information on the board. The contents
on the board can only be modified or updated by the
clerk.

(t, n) Threshold Signature with (k, l) Shared Veri-
fication
Consider a situation, where the documents between busi-
ness entities need to be signed and verified. That is, the
documents will not be exposed to any outsider. For ex-
ample, when two companies have to communicate with
each other, some specified signers may have to sign cer-
tain documents according to their positions in the com-
pany, and some special verifiers may be assigned to check
on these signatures. In addition, there are usually confi-
dential data that need to be encrypted or decrypted by
some specified participants. A threshold signature with
(k, l) shared verification has the following requirement:

• The (t, n) threshold signature on behalf of the signing
group should be able to be verified by (k, l) threshold-
shared verification on behalf of the verifying group.

• At least k participants in the group can collaborate
to verify a valid signature on behalf of the verifying
group, but only k − 1 or fewer participants will not
be enough.

Based on ElGamal-type (discrete logarithm problem)
in Figure 5, in 2000, Wang et al. [59] have proposed
two schemes: the (t, n) threshold signature with (k, l)
threshold-shared verification and the (t, n) threshold-
authenticated encryption with (k, l) threshold-shared ver-
ification. In their schemes [59], the share distribution cen-
ter (SDC) is responsible for dividing the signing group’s
and verifying group’s secret keys into n and l different
shadows and the associating the groups’ and participants’
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Figure 4: Classify with traceability/untraceability

public keys to the individual groups and participants, re-
spectively. By using the Lagrange interpolation formula,
t participants in the signing group and k participants in
the verifying group have the ability to compute a com-
mon session key shared between the two groups by using
their shadows and the opposite group’s public key. The
common session key is used to ensure the communica-
tion between the two groups. Any t or more participants
in the signing group can use their shadows to generate
their individual signatures and hand over these individ-
ual signatures to a clerk. Then, the clerk can verify theses
individual signatures and combine these t valid individ-
ual signatures to generate a threshold signature on behalf
of the signing group. On the other hand, any k or more
participants in the verifying group have the ability to col-
laborate to verify the threshold signature.

Unfortunately, Hsu et al. [23], Tseng et al. [58], Wang
et al. [63] separately proved that Wang et al.’s schemes
are not robust enough against forgery and that something
is wrong with the verification of threshold signatures be-
cause the common session keys are the same for differ-
ent threshold signature. Anyone can obtain the signing
group’s secret key from two valid threshold signatures.
They separately proposed improved schemes on Wang et
al.’s schemes.

Based on Elliptic curve ElGamal-type (elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem) in Figure 5, in 2004, Chang
et al. [3] pointed out that Hsu et al.’s improved scheme
has the following disadvantages in practice.

1) The SDC must take part in the generation of each
individual signature and threshold signature as well
as the distribution of fresh session keys to all the
participants.

2) Because the numbers of the secret keys are different
in two groups, the signing group and the verifying
group cannot exchange their roles with each other.

3) The SDC must initialize the system and generate the
parameters.

4) High computational complexities to compute discrete
logarithm problem.

Their scheme not only can live up to the requirements
an ideal (t, n) threshold-authenticated encryption scheme
with (k, l) threshold-shared verification should but also
can get rid of the disadvantages mentioned above. Hence,
Their scheme is more practical and efficient in real-world
applications than Hsu et al.’s scheme. They brought up
the new additional requirements as follows:

• The SDC is necessary in the scheme.

• The signing group and the verifying group can ex-
change their roles with each other.

• The signing group can determine which members in
the verifying group can cooperatively verify the sig-
nature, not only restrict on the threshold value k.

At the same time, Chen et al. [8] and Chen [11] sep-
arately proposed an improved on Hsu et al.’s scheme. In
[3], [8] and [11], the threshold signature is generated by
t members in the group and then the clerk encrypt the
message singed by t members in the group. When the
verifying group receives the ciphertext, at least k mem-
bers in the verifying group must cooperatively decrypt it
and then verify the signature with the plaintext. To be
mentioned, [3] the process of encryption in their scheme is
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Figure 5: Classify with (k, l) shared verification

based on [67]. The members in the verifying group can be
designated by using the designated members’ public keys.
In fact, three schemes belong to authenticated encryption
scheme. However, in [8] and [11], SDC is needed and the
threshold value k is fixed.

(t, n) Threshold Signature with Distinguished
Signing Authorities
In most of the threshold signature schemes we introduced
before, all discretionary signatories must sign the whole
document for constructing a valid group signature. For
the sake of labor division and responsibility-sharing in-
herent in the group works, every discretionary signatory
within the group might be required to sign or read the
partial document instead of the whole document in cer-
tain applications. A (t, n) threshold signature with distin-
guished signing authorities has the following requirement.

• The signing document can be divided into any t
smaller subdocuments in such a way that each sub-
document is meaningful and will be signed as a unit
by one discretionary signatory.

• Every signatory has the same knowledge domain that
covers the subjects within the signing document.

(2004) Hsu et al. [24]
achieve: threshold signature with
distinguished signing authorities

ElGamal-type signature
(discrete logarithm problem)

With distinguished signing authorities

Elliptic curve ElGamal-type
(elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem)

(2004) Chen et al. [10 ]
achieve: threshold signature with with
distinguished signing authorities

Figure 6: Classify with distinguished signing authorities

Based on ElGamal-type (discrete logarithm problem)
in Figure 6, in 2004, Hsu et al. [24] gave the idea into

a threshold signature. At the same time, based on Ellip-
tic curve ElGamal-type (elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem) in Figure 6, Chen et al. [10] proposed a (t, n)
threshold signature with distinguished signing authorities
and provides authenticated encryption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 , we introduce the related works. The first
threshold signature scheme proposed by Desmedt and
Frankel is reviewed. Then, we go over Chang et al.’s
schemes, which are the least papers and give us the com-
ments to develop an ideal threshold signature scheme. In
Section 3, we shall give the comparisons in term of re-
quirements, security analysis, performance. Finally, in
Section 4 and 5, we conclude thesis and indicate some
future research directions, respectively.

2 Related Works

We have introduced the some requirements for a thresh-
old signature in Section 1. In the following sections, we
review Desmedt and Frankel’s scheme [15], which is the
first proposed. For the (t, n) threshold signature schemes
with (k, l) shared verification and (t, n) threshold signa-
ture schemes with Traceability/Untraceabilit, we review
Chang et al.’s schemes [3, 4], which are the latest issues
for the above two topics.

2.1 Desmedt and Frankel’s (t, n)
Threhsold Signature

Before reviewing the first threshold signature proposed
by Desmedt and Frankel. We need to know that how the
secret shares (shadows) hold by every participant can be
combined into the group secret key? All the threshold-
related schemes are based on the Shamir’s secret shar-
ing scheme [53]. Here, we first show that the process of
Shamir’s secret sharing scheme in advance.
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Shamir’s secret sharing scheme
An uni-variate polynomial y = f(x) of degree t − 1 is
uniquely defined by t points (xi, yi) with distinct xi. Let
s = f(0) be the secret to be shared and x1, x2, · · · , xn

be n distinct numbers which are publicly known to every-
one. Then the secret holder (dealer) delivers secret shares
y1, y2, · · · , yn to every participant over a secret channel.
At least t participants are enough to use the Lagrange
interpolating polynomial to recover the secret. With the
knowledge of the set of t points (xi, yi), the t − 1 degree
polynomial f(x) can be uniquely determined as

f(x) =

t∑

i=1

yi

t∏

j=1,j 6=i

x − xj

xi − xj

Since s = f(0), the shared secret can be expressed as

s = f(0) =

t∑

i=1

yi

t∏

j=1,j 6=i

0 − xj

xi − xj

The notation Gs = {us1, us2, · · · , usn}(|Gs| = n) is de-
fined as the signing group of n signers and gs(|gs| = t ≤ n)
as any subset of t signers. Desmedt and Frankel’s scheme
can be divided into three phases: (1) parameters generat-
ing phase, (2) individual signature generating phase, and
(3) threshold signature generating and verifying phase.
In the parameters generating phase, the SDC generates
the following system parameters:
N = p × q for p and q to be safe primes, let p = 2p′ + 1

and q = 2q′ + 1 where p′, q′ are primes.
(N is public and p, q, p′, q′ are secret)

λ(N) λ is the Carmichael.
d the group secret key is an odd number d

which is randomly chosen such that
gcd(d, λ(N))=1.

e the group public key is e such that
ed = 1 mod λ(N).

f(x) is a t − 1 degree polynomial such that
f(0) = d − 1.

xsi is a public value for each usi.

Then, the SDC distributes to each usi ∈ Gs a public
integer xsi and a secret share Ksi:

Ksi =
fs(xsi)/2

[
∏

j∈Gs

j 6=i

(xsi − xsj)]/2
mod p′q′ (1)

, where all the xsi’s are odd and all f(xsi)’s are even.
In the individual signature generating phase, assume

that t participants in gs ∈ Gs are to sign a message m.
Each usi ∈ gs generates a modified share ai,gs

= Ki ·
(
∏

j∈Gs,j /∈gs
(0 − xsj)

∏
j∈gs,j 6=i(xsi − xsj)) and then uses

it to compute the signature sm,i,gs
= mai,gs mod n.

In the threshold signature generating and verifying
phase, a clerk combines those individual signatures sm,i,gs

to create threshold signature Sm = m ·
∏

i∈gs
sm,i,gs

=

m · md−1 = md mod n. The receiver of Sm can check the

correctness of Sm by verifying m
?
= (Sm)e mod n.

2.2 Chang et al.’s (t, n) Threhsold Signa-
ture with Traceability/Untraceability
and (k, l) Shared Verification

The notation Gv (|Gv = l|) is defined as the verifying
group of l verifiers and gv(|gv| = k ≤ l) as any subset
of k verifiers in Gv. Their scheme consists of three
phases: (1) parameters generating phase, (2) individ-
ual signature generating and verifying phase, and (3)
threshold signature generating and verifying phase. In
the parameters generating phase, the SDC generates the
following system parameters:
N, p, q, p′, q′, λ(N) are the same as those in Section 2.1.

W is a public number such that
gcd(W, λ(N)) = 1.

α is a secret primitive in both GF(p)
and GF(q).

a, b, c, d a and b are two numbers such that
gcd(a, b) = 1, and there are must be
exactly two integers c and h such
that a · c + b · h = 1 by the extended
Euclidean algorithm[42].

fs(x) mod λ(N) is a t − 1 degree polynomial such
that fs(0) = d · a · c and
gcd(d, λ(N)) = 1.

fv(x) mod λ(N) is a k − 1 degree polynomial such
that fs(0) = d · b · h.

xsi n public and odd integers xsi with
even fs(xsi) for each participant
usi ∈ Gs.

xvi l public and odd integers xvi with
even fv(xvi) for each participant
uvi ∈ Gv.

S = αd mod N is a Gs’s secret key.
Y = αdW mod N is a Gs’s public key.

H(·) is a public collision-free one-way hash
function.

Then, the SDC distributes to each usi ∈ Gs a secret
key Ksi and to each uvi ∈ Gv a secret key Kvi:

Ksi = αsi mod N,

where si =
fs(xsi)/2

[
∏

j∈Gs

j 6=i

(xsi − xsj)]/2
mod p′q′.(2)

Kvi = αvi mod N,

where vi =
fv(xvi)/2

[
∏

j∈Gv

j 6=i

(xvi − xvj)]/2
mod p′q′.(3)

The associated ysi for each usi ∈ Gs:

ysi = α−si·W mod N,

where si =
fs(xsi)/2

[
∏

j∈Gs

j 6=i

(xsi − xsj)]/2
mod p′q′.
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In the individual signature generating and verifying
phase, assume that t participants usi ∈ gs are to sign
a message m. Each usi randomly chooses an integer rsi

with 0 < rsi < N , and computes psi = rW
si mod N . Then,

usi broadcasts psi to the other t − 1 participants in gs.
Once each usi receives usj (j = 1, 2, · · · , t and j 6= i),
she/he computes Ps =

∏
i∈gs

psi mod N , e = H(Ps, m),
and ei = H(psi, m). Then, each usi uses her/his secret
key Ksi to generate her/his individual signature zsi:

zsi = rsi · K

∏

j∈Gs

j /∈gs

(xsi − xsj) ·
∏

j∈gs

j 6=i

(0 − xsj) · e

si mod N

After receiving (e, ei, zsi, m), the clerk uses usi’s public
key ysi to compute a value p̃si

p̃si = zW
si · y

∏

j∈Gs

j /∈gs

(xsi − xsj) ·
∏

j∈gs

j 6=i

(0 − xsj) · e

si mod N

and checks ei
?
= H(p̃si, m). If it holds, the individual

signature zsi on the message m is valid. So the individual
signature verifying mechanism is put into the individual
signature-generating phase. If the signers would like to
anonymous, the values ei and ũsi are omitted.

In the threshold signature generating and verifying
phase, the clerk computes the threshold signature Zs =∏

i∈gs
zsi mod N . the threshold signature {e, Zs} of the

message m is transmitted to Gv. To verify the group
signature, any k out of the l verifiers in Gv should coop-
erate to authenticate the validity of the signature. With-
out loss of generality, assume that there are k partici-
pants uv1, uv2, · · · , uvk in gv. Each uvi randomly chooses
an integer rvi with 0 < rvi < N and computes pvi =
rW
vi mod N and zvi

zvi = rvi · K

∏

j∈Gv

j /∈gv

(xvi − xvj) ·
∏

j∈gv

j 6=i

(0 − xvj) · e

vi mod N

Then, each uvi transmits uvi and zvi to a clerk who
can be randomly chosen from Gv to compute Pv =∏

i∈gv
pvi mod N and Zv =

∏
i∈gv

zvi mod N . After-
wards, the threshold signature can be verified by using
Gs’s public key Y to compute a value P̃s = (Zs · Zv)

W ·

(Pv)−1 · Y e mod N . If Equation e
?
= H(Ũs, m) holds, the

threshold signature {e, Zs} on the message m is valid.

2.3 Chang et al.’s (t, n) Threhsold Signa-
ture with (k, l) Shared Verification

We know that the threshold-related schemes are based
on Shamir’s secret sharing scheme, but how to remove
the dealer in the secreting sharing? If the dealer can be
removed in the system and the participants can coop-
eratively construct a common secret, then SDC can be
also removed in the threshold signature schemes. Here,

we first introduce Pedersen’s distributed key generation
scheme [51], which is based on verifiable secret sharing
[16, 50].

Pedersen’s distributed key generation scheme
Here, we use the same notations Gs, gs, and usi are the
same as those in the above sections. Assume that each
usi ∈ Gs want to construct a common secret without any
dealer. Two large prime numbers p and q, where q|p− 1,
and a generator g of order q in GF (p). Each usi has a
public integer xi. Each usi performs the following steps.

Step 1. Randomly choose a (t − 1)th degree polynomial
fi(x) over Zq such that fi(x) = fi,0 + fi,1x + · · · +
fi,t−1x

t−1, where fi(0) = fi,0 = di.

Step 2. Send yij = fi(xj) to usj (∀j 6= i) in Gs secrectly
and broadcast gfi,l (l = 1, 2, · · · , t − 1) to all the
others.

Step 3. Verify yij received from usj by checking gyij
?
=∏t−1

l=0
(xj)

l · (gfi,l).

Let f be the polynomial f(x) = f1(x)+f2(x)+ · · ·+fn(x)
over Zq. By constructing the share yi =

∑n
j=1

fj(xi),

the common secret d =
∑n

i=1
di the shared secret can be

expressed as

d = f(0) =

t∑

i=1

yi

t∏

j=1,j 6=i

0 − xj

xi − xj
.

The following are the notations used in Chang et al.’s
scheme.

IDsi/IDvi are the identity of usi and uvi, respectively.
E is an elliptic curve.
p is an odd prime number.
Fp is a finite field of p element.
α is a base point on E.
q is an order of α in E, which is an odd prime.

The scheme is comprised of four phases: (1) key gener-
ation phase, (2) individual signature generating and ver-
ifying phase, (3) threshold signature generating and en-
crypting phase, and (4) decrypting and threshold signa-
ture verifying phase.

In the key generation phase, each usi in Gs and each
uvi in Gv to generate his/her private key, public key, and
group public key. Each usi in Gs performs the following
steps:

Step 1. Randomly choose an integer dsi.

Step 2. Randomly choose a (t − 1)th degree polynomial
fsi(x) over Zq such that fsi(x) = fsi,0 +fsi,1x+ · · ·+
fsi,t−1x

t−1, where fsi,0, fsi,1, · · ·, and fsi,t−1 are in
Zq. And fsi(0) = fsi,0 = dsi. Then, send fsi(IDsj)
to usj (∀j 6= i) in Gs over a secret channel and broad-
cast the check values fsi,l · αs (l = 1, 2, · · · , t − 1) to
all the other participants in Gs.
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After receiving fsi(IDsj) from usi, each usj verifies the

validity of it by checking fsi(IDsj) · α
?
=

∑t−1

l=0
(IDsj)

l ·
(fsi,lαs). If it does not hold, reject usi. Otherwise, each
participant in Gs continues to perform the following steps.

Step 3. Compute his/her private key

Ksi =

n∑

j=1

fsj(IDsi) (4)

Step 4. Compute Gs’s public key Qs =
∑n

j=1
fsj,0 · α

and his/her public key Qsi = Ksi · α.

Similarly, each uvi in Gv performs the above steps. The
result of performing those steps is listed in the following:
Kvi =

∑l
j=1

fvj(IDvi) and Qvi = Kvi · α are separately

uvi’s private key and public key; And Qv =
∑l

j=1
fvj,0 ·α

is Gv’s public key.
In the individual signature generating and verifying

phase, assume that t participants us1, us2, · · · , ust in gs

are to sign a message m. Each usi performs the following
steps.

Step 1. Compute a value esi = Ksi · asi, where asi =∏
j∈Gs

j 6=i

IDsj

IDsj − IDsi
.

Step 2. Randomly choose an integer wi, where 1 ≤ wi ≤
q − 1. Then, compute Rsi = wi · α and broadcast it
to the other participants in gs. Compute a point
(X, Y ) =

∑
i∈gs

Rsi =
∑

i∈gs
wi · α.

Step 4. Compute the individual signature {r, si} as r =
X − h(m) mod q, si = esi · r + wi mod q. To ver-
ify the correctness of the individual signature si, a
participant may be randomly selected from Gs as a
designated clerk. Except for verifying the individual
signature, generating the threshold signature and en-
crypting the message, the clerk does not have any
secret knowledge of the system.

Upon receiving the individual signature, the clerk uses
usi’s public key Qsi and a base point α to verify the in-

dividual signature by checking Rsi
?
= si ·αs − r · asi ·Qsi.

If it holds, the individual signature {r, si} on message m
is valid.

In threshold signature generating and encrypting
phase, the clerk combines t valid individual signatures
{r, si} into a threshold signature {r, s} and encrypts m
by using the elliptic curve ElGamal cryptosystem [56] as
follows:

Step 1. Compute the signature s =
∑

i∈gs
si mod q.

{r, s} is a group signature on message m.

Step 2. Express m as the x-coordinate of a point Pm on
E. Then, choose a random integer wc, where 1 ≤
wc ≤ q.

Step 3. Compute B and the ciphertext C as B = wc ·
αv mod q, C = Pm + wc · Qv mod q.

Step 4. Transfer {r, s} and (B, C) to the verifying group
Gv.

In the decrypting and threshold signature verifying
phase, to verify the signature {r, s}, any k uvi in Gv

can cooperate to decrypt the ciphertext C to obtain mes-
sage m and authenticate the validity of the signature.
Without loss of generality, assume that each of k par-
ticipants uv1, uv2, · · · , uvk in gv wants to use his/her own
private key Kvi to collaboratively recover the message
and authenticate the signature by performing the follow-
ing steps.

Step 1. Compute a value evi = B ·Kvi ·avi, where avi =∏
j∈Gv

j 6=i

IDvj

IDvj − IDvi
. Next, transfer evi to a clerk

randomly selected from Gv.

Step 2. The clerk computes a point Pm = C−
∑

i∈gv
evi,

and recover m from the x-coordinate of Pm.

Step 3. Compute X̂ = r+h(m) mod q, and compute the
corresponding Ŷ -coordinate on Es.

The signature can be verified by using the signing
group’s public key Qs and the base point α by check-

ing (X̂, Ŷ )
?
= s ·α− r ·Qs. If it holds, the signature {r, s}

on message m is valid.

3 Comparisons

After introducing many kinds of threshold signature
schemes in Section 1, we know that each kind is de-
signed for different situations. We assume that there is
a (t, n) threshold signature scheme, which can provide
all requirements we have discussed before, called an ideal
(t, n) threshold signature scheme. In the following, we
divide the requirements into R (requirement), M (mode),
and E (efficiency) for an ideal (t, n) threshold signature.
[Requirement]
R1. (threshold characteristic) At least t or more partic-
ipants in the group can collaborate to generate a valid
signature on behalf of the group signature. The thresh-
old group signature has the same properties as those in
general signature as follows:

• (correctness) All signatures on any message gener-
ated by any subset of group members using signing
algorithm will get accepted by verifying algorithm.

• (unforgeability) Group signature cannot be forged ,
restricted on threshold characteristic.

R2. (withstand conspiracy-impersonation attack)
In a (t, n) threshold signature scheme, we cannot avoid t
dishonest members to generate a threshold group signa-
ture since the goal of threshold signature schemes is to
generate threshold group signature via t members’ coop-
eration. But we have to restrict that t dishonest members
cannot reveal the polynomial by the conspiracy attacks.
Once the group the polynomial is revealed, anyone of t
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Table 1: Summary of R1, R2, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M5.1, M5.2, and M6
[15] [4] [3]

R1. (threshold characteristic) Yes Yes Yes
R2. (withstand conspiracy-impersonation attack) No Yes No
M1. (signature characteristic) Yes No Maybe
M2. (undeniable characteristic) No No No
M3. (traceability) No Yes Yes
M4. (untraceability) Yes Yes No
M5. ((k, l) threshold-shard verification) No Yes Yes
M5.1 (exchange roles) - Yes Yes
M5.2 (dynamic threshold) No No No
M6. (distinguished signing authorities) No No No

dishonest members who can masquerade any member in
group to sign any message without taking any responsi-
bility. We call this attack as conspiracy-impersonation
attack.
[Mode]
According to different situations, the signing group can
choose the following modes to handle.
M1. (signature characteristic) Any one who plays the
role of a verifier can use the group’s public key to verify
the group signature.
M2. (undeniable characteristic) Without the cooperation
of t members, a verifier or Gv cannot verify the validity
of an alleged signature even if he knows group public key.
M3. (traceability) A group signature can be opened and
real identities of signers can be revealed.
M4. (untraceability) Given a threshold group signature,
identifying the real signers is computational hard for ev-
eryone.
M5. ((k, l) threshold-shard verification) At least k par-
ticipants in the group can collaborate to verify a valid
signature on behalf of the verifying group.
M5.1 (exchange roles) The signing group and the verify-
ing group can exchange their roles with each other.
M5.2 (dynamic threshold) The dynamic type of threshold
value t and k.
M6. (distinguished signing authorities) The signing doc-
ument can be divided into any t smaller subdocuments in
such a way that each subdocument is meaningful and will
be signed as a unit by one discretionary signatory.
[Efficiency]
The efficiency of an ideal (t, n) threshold signature scheme
is typically based on the following parameters.
E1. (group key size) The size of the group public key is
independent of the size of the group.
E2. (group signature size) The size of a group signature
is independent of the size of the group.
E3. (share distribution center) The SDC can be removed
in the system.
E4. (parameters) The number of public and private pa-
rameters held by participants.
E5. (computational complexity and communication cost)
The computational complexity and communication cost

of signing, verifying and opening.
E6. (membership) The efficiency of setting system pa-
rameters, adding a new user in the system, and removing
an old user from the system.

Let an ideal (t, n) threshold signature be a benchmark,
we evaluate the schemes reviewed in Section 2 in the fol-
lowing tables.

From Table 1, the reviewed schemes satisfy R1. As-
sume that t dishonest members in gs tries to mount
conspiracy-impersonation attacks to reveal the polyno-
mial. By Eq. (1), t dishonest members can use their shares
Kis to reconstruct f(x) by using Lagrange interpolating
polynomial. Hence, once f(x) is revealed, anyone who can
paly a role as any member in the group to sign any mes-
sage. Thus, [15] cannot satisfy R2. In [4], even if t dishon-
est members in gs provide their shares Ksis in Eq. (2), the
polynomials fs(x) still cannot be reconstructed. Hence,
they cannot compute the victims usis’ fs(IDi)s. For the
same reason, fv(x) still cannot be reconstructed. Thus,
[4] satisfies R2. In [3], they can provide Ksi in Eq. (4) to
reconstruct fs(x) = fs1(x)+fs2(x)+ · · ·+fsn(x). For the
same reason, fv(x) = fv1(x) + fv2(x) + · · · + fvl(x) can
be reconstructed. Thus, [3] cannot satisfy R2.

Anyone who plays the role of a verifier can use Gs’s

public key e to verify the group signature m
?
= (Sm)e mod

n in [15]. Thus, [15] provides M1. In [4], they uses the
extended Euclidean algorithm to ensure the communica-
tion between Gs and Gv. In other words, no one can play
the role of Gs to generate the signature or the role of Gv

to verify the signature. Thus, [4] cannot provide M1. In
[3], the message is signed and encrypted by Gv’s public
key. If the process of encryption is removed, anyone who
plays the role of a verifier can use Gs’s public key. In
[15], [4], and [3], a verifier or Gv cannot verify the va-
lidity of an alleged signature without the cooperation of
t members. So, they cannot provide M2. [15] does not
provide the process of individual signature verifying, so it
cannot satisfies M3. On the contrary, [4] and [3] satisfy
M3. But [4] further provides M4. Only [4] and [3] dis-
cuss on threshold-shared verification, which provide M5
and M5.1. However, M5.2 does not be discuss in their
schemes. Finally, [15], [4], and [3] does not provide M6.
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Table 2: Summary of E1, E2, and E3
[15] [4] [3]

E1. (group key size) Yes Yes Yes
E2. (group signature size) Yes Yes Yes
E3. (share distribution center) Yes Yes No

From Table 2, no matter what the size of the group, the
size of group public key e and the size of group signature
Sm are bounded by λ(N) and N in [15], respectively. In
[4], the size of group public key Y is bounded by N and the
size of group signature {e, Zs} is bounded by the length
of hash output and N . In [3], the size of group public key
Qsi and the size of group signature {r, s} is bounded by
q. Thus, [15], [4], and [3] satisfy E1 and E2. [3] employs
Pedersen’s distributed key generation scheme to remove
SDC, hence only [3] satisfies E3.

Table 3: Summary of E4

usi in Gs uvi in Gv

E4 (parameters) Public Private Public Private
values values values values

[15] 1 2 - -
[4] 2 1 2 1
[3] 2 1 2 1

From Table 3, each usi ∈ Gs has one public value xsi

and one private values Ksi in [15], has two public vales
xsi, ysi and one private value Ksi in [4], has two public
vales IDsi, Qsi and one private value Ksi in [4]. For the
same reason for each uvi ∈ Gv in [4] and [3].

To evaluate E4 and E5, we first define the following
notations:

TRSA the time for computing exponent in
RSA-type scheme.

TEC the time for computing multiply in
Elliptic curve ElGamal-type scheme.

usi 7−→ usj the communication from usi to usj

(i 6= j) in gs.
usi 7−→clerk the communication from usi to clerk in

Gs.
Gs 7−→ Gv the communication from Gs to Gv.

uvi 7−→clerk the communication from uvi to clerk in
Gv.

An elliptic curve E(Fp) with a point α ∈ E(Fp) whose
order is a 160-bit prime offers approximately the same
level of security as the RSA scheme with a 1024-bit mod-
ulus N . [15] and [4] the RSA-type scheme, and we assume
that the modulus N is around 1024-bit in their schemes.
[29] has pointed out that computing kα requires an aver-
age of 29 1024-bit modular multiplications and computing
xk mod N by doing repeated multiplications requires an

average of 240 1024-bit modular multiplications. Thus,
computing kα can be expected to be about 8 times faster
than computing xk mod p, i.e., 8TEC = TRSA. In Ta-
ble 4, we only compare the expensive operations TRSA

in the RSA-type scheme and TEC in the elliptic curve
ElGamal-type scheme.

From Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5, we lean E4 and E5
about the efficient of schemes.

For E6 (membership) in [15] and [4], when a new user
enters the group, SDC needs to distribute the related pa-
rameters to each participant, but the group secret key is
still the same. In [3], it is more complex than that in
[15] and [4] because it needs to do Pedersen’s distributed
key scheme again, but it does not need SDC’s support.
However, three schemes do not focus on when an old user
leaves from the system. Once a user leaves the system,
all parameters needs to re-setup.

4 Future Works

Until now, there is no scheme can live up to an ideal
threshold signature scheme. Let’s think about how a
scheme become an ideal threshold signature scheme. Sim-
ilar to Chang et al.’s scheme [4], their scheme integrates
modes M3 and M4 relies on the clerk. If the clerk is not
only responsible for combing the individual signatures but
also provides other services for different modes, an ideal
threshold is neatly arranged to be formed. In the follow-
ing Figure 7, the signing group has the ability to choose
which mode M1/M2/M3/M4/M5/M6 they would like to
execute.

According to different mode chosen by the signing
group, the clerk performs steps for the mode. On the
other hand, R1 and R2 cannot be broken. In [3], SDC
is removed based on Pedersen’s distributed key scheme.
Obviously, all schemes based on Shamir’s secret shar-
ing scheme can easily become Pedersen’s distributed key
scheme to remove SDC. However, we have analyzed E6
in Section 3, a threshold signature scheme without SDC
leads to more complex when a user enters the system.
How to have both E3 and E6 is a topic for discussion.

Go a step further, does the threshold vale t or k can
be dynamically changed (M5.2)? All schemes setups the
threshold parameters first in the system initiation. Ac-
cording to the grade of a document to determine what
the threshold value is, it is more practice in real-world
applications.

5 Conclusions

In many of new forms of communication, a digital sig-
nature is essential. The signer of the conventional digi-
tal signature schemes is usually a single user. However,
the responsibility of signature schemes needs to be shared
from time to time. Threshold signature combines signa-
ture and secret sharing for the security level of a doc-
ument. It is practice in real-word applications. In this
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Table 4: Summary of E5

E5 Individual signature Group signature
(computational complexity) generating (and verifying) generating and verifying

[15] t TRSA TRSA

[4] 3t TRSA 4t TRSA

[3] 4t TEC t + 4 TEC

Table 5: Summary of E5

E5 usi 7−→clerk Gs 7−→ Gv uvi 7−→clerk
(communication cost)

[15] t − 1 × |N | t − 1 × |N | + |m| -
[4] t × (2|h| + |N | + |m|) |h| + |N | + |m| k × 2|N |
[3] 3t × |q| 4 × |q| k × |q|

paper, we have introduce the history of threshold signa-
ture schemes. Based on different requirements, each kind
of threshold signature schemes is developed. It is exhila-
rating, to develop an ideal threshold signature schemes.
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